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      `The book would constitute a good starting-point for anyone wishing to understand contemporary developments in educational management' - Educational Research




`This is one of very few texts to give recognition to the difficulties in large institutions and to give practical advice about the degree to which collegiality can be built into strategic planning. The authors provide an overview of all aspects of leadership within education, giving ample references within each section for more detailed study' - Mentoring & Tutoring




  
              


    
      



 


 
      This book is accessible in its straightforward, uncomplicated and straight-forward introduction to practitioner research. The different sections are clarity to some complex issues and aspects of research necessary for postgraduate study. The critical perspectives covered, aided by useful diagrams and identified Action Research case studies, makes this an informative read.
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      Considered an essential book to master degree students in educational management. In a very simple and efective way this book from Tony Bush and Marianne Coleman adresses the major issues of education leadership and management.
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      A good author but not his best publication.
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      informative very detailed slightly specific to schools so elements would be not relevant for the sessions however concepts are useful.
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      An added benefit to the course bringing a wider context to the youth work students
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